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Abstract

Optimizing the boarding process is one way for the airline industry to reduce the cost of the total air plane
turn time - i.e. the time between landing and take off. For this aim, boarding strategies that control when a
passenger is allowed to board the plane are developed in order to reduce the overall boarding time. These
strategies should be passenger friendly and robust to all kinds of disturbances. In this paper, boarding
strategies are analyzed using multi-agent based simulation. Passengers are modelled as autonomous agents
with particular individual characteristics. This allows us to introduce new strategies which are, unlike
traditional boarding strategies, based on individual passengers’ characteristics rather than on the location
of their seats. We examine the robustness of these new and other common boarding strategies against
realistic disturbances such as passengers compliance, group travel and transits. The effect of the latter
two types of disturbance were not reported yet in literature. Our findings suggest that characteristic based
strategies can combine high performance with low overhead.

1 Introduction
An air plane only generates revenue when it is flying [6]. Previous research has shown that the boarding
process is the most time consuming process that takes part in the turn time of an air plane. The turn time
of a plane is defined as the time required to unload an air plane after arrival at a gate summed up with the
time required to load and prepare the air plane for its next departure. The aircraft boarding problem can be
described as how to assign passengers to boarding groups such that the total boarding time is minimized.
Reducing the boarding time will in turn effectively reduce the turn time. In 2008 Nyquist et al. [7] calculated
that the decrease in cost associated with this reduction is around 30 dollar per minute for an active air plane.
For an airline with 500 flights per day one minute less boarding time can accumulate to an annual decrease
in costs of 5, 475, 000 dollar (30 ∗ 500 ∗ 365). While aiming at a most cost-effective boarding process, it
is evenly important to maintain quality and customer satisfaction. Ferrari and Nagel found that efficient
strategies have a tendency to separate neighbors from each other [4]. This finding clearly conflicts with
passenger satisfaction. It will, for example, prevent families travelling with children from boarding together.
Moreover, a boarding strategy should also be robust under the effect of different types of disturbances such
as early or late arrivals, aircraft dimensions, occupancy level and transits.

In practice most commercial airline companies use what is called a back-to-front boarding strategy
[3]. With this strategy passengers are ordered from the back to the front of the plane with exceptions for
special groups like first class or people with special needs. The idea is to free the aisle of congestions as
much as possible. Since boarding the plane in the opposite direction, i.e. the front-to-back strategy will
surely have the effect that passengers have to wait and pass each other to get to their seats. However,
as was shown in [5] a back-to-front strategy is far from optimal, a random boarding strategy is usually
faster. Various studies have been conducted to determine the performance of traditional and newly developed
boarding strategies [3, 5, 7, 8]. Findings suggest that airline managers should consider issues related to
evenly distributing boarding activity throughout the aircraft, developing more effective policies for managing
carry-on luggage, and using simultaneous loading through two doors.

Most previous work on the boarding problem was studied through discrete event simulation. Typically
these simulations are validated using real observations and actual passenger loading tests. For instance in
Van den Briel et. al. [3] data on time between passengers, walking speed, interference time, and time to store



Figure 1: Standard air plane layout with 23 rows and 132 seats from [5]. A by block 6 alt 3 strategy is shown on the
layout. The plane is divided in 6 blocks, passengers are boarded block by block according to the order of their block.
The order is determined by starting at the back of the plane and then skipping every 3 blocks. If no more blocks are left,
restart again from the back of the plane.

luggage in the overhead bins were recorded from videotaping actual aircraft boarding procedures. In [3] the
boarding problem is modelled as an integer program with binary variables. The total number of interferences
is the objective function to be minimized. Every interference corresponds to a time penalty and the overall
goal is to find a grouping of passengers that minimizes the total number of expected interferences. Van den
Briel et al. showed that strategies based on the solutions of the interference model are better than the back-
to-front approach. In [8] a Markov Chain Monte Carlo optimization algorithm is used to find an optimal
loading order of passengers.

In this paper we study the boarding problem via multi-agent based simulation, often referred to as ABS
[2]. ABS is suited for systems driven by interactions among their entities and can reveal what appears to be
complex emergent behaviour at the system level even when the agents involved have fairly simple behaviour.
In contrast to discrete event simulation, where it is common practice to model people as deterministic re-
sources ignoring their performance variation and their pro-active behaviour, ABS allows for modelling a
heterogeneous population. Each agent might have personal motivations and incentives, and groups and
group interactions can be represented. Passengers can therefore be modelled as autonomous agents, defined
by their own set of attribute values which allows to model variation in each individual’s behaviour. Within
our model we can account for all kinds of disturbances and thereby offer a richer model of simulation. Using
ABS we are able to introduce a new set of strategies which are, unlike traditional boarding strategies, based
on the characteristics of the individual passengers such as their movement speed instead of the location of
their seats. To examine the robustness of different boarding strategies, we set up several experiments in
which we study the effects of disturbances such as passenger compliance, passenger groups and transit pas-
sengers. The effects of some of these disturbances were not yet studied before. We also examine for which
degree of air plane occupancy, the cost of using a boarding strategy compensates for its overhead.

The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows: in section 2 our ABS model is described and validated
against previous results. In section 3 we introduce our new characteristic based strategies. Along with other
boarding strategies in the literature, these are examined in detail in the experiments of section 4. Finally, we
conclude in section 5.

2 Multi-Agent Simulation Model
As given in Figure 1 we divide an air plane layout into cells. At any given time at most one passenger can
be on a cell. Each cell has a different function depending on its role and position. We have included the
following roles: entrance cell, seat cell, aisle cell. A seat cell next to an aisle will have an additional function
of luggage compartment. A passenger is represented by an agent; each agent only has information related to
its own characteristics such as movement speed and number of luggage items. Each agent is able to request
parameters from other agents in order to determine whether it is allowed to move towards its seat or not.

2.1 Model Parameters
Table 1 summarizes the model parameters that were taken into account in this study. Time specific param-
eters are expressed in ticks; one tick being equal to one discrete time step in our simulation model. With a
step multiplier set to 1, each tick in our simulation corresponds to 1 second of boarding time. We can lower



Parameter name Parameter Value
Step multiplier 1
Path and seat ticks {min; modus; max} { 1.8 ; 2.4 ; 3}
Install ticks {min; modus; max} { 6; 9; 30}
Queue-delay ticks 5
Strategy compliance 100 %
air plane occupancy 100 %
Hand luggage distribution (1;2;3 pieces) {60 % ; 30 % ;10 %}
Group Size {min; modus; max} { 1 ; 1 ; 1}

Table 1: Standard simulation model parameters; ticks and luggage distribution values originates from [5]

this value to gain a greater accuracy. Path and seat ticks determine how fast a passenger can move from one
path or seat cell to another path or seat cell, while install ticks express the time it takes for a passenger to sit
down after he/she has arrived at his/her seat. Queue-delay ticks control the rate with which passengers are
allowed onto the air plane. This value determines the number of ticks before another passenger is allowed to
board the plane. The percentage of strategy compliance controls the number of passengers that comply with
the proposed boarding strategy. Passengers who do not comply with the strategy are assumed to board in a
random fashion. The air plane occupancy level gives the number of passengers taking part in the boarding
process. The total number of available seats is derived from the air plane layout. Using a triangular distribu-
tion we can set the size of passenger groups. Passengers travelling together such as a family are considered
to be a group. When according to the boarding strategy, one person of the group is called to board, the rest of
the group will follow this passenger in a random fashion. A group size of {1; 1; 1} means that every group
consists of 1 passenger, or simply put, there are no groups. Finally, the hand luggage distribution allows to
specify how many passengers carry 1, 2 or 3 items of hand luggage. When a luggage bin is being filled with
luggage it takes longer to store extra luggage in it. The bin model we used is a modified version of Ferrari
and Nagel [4] and given in Equation 1. At this time we assume that a bin has unlimited storage capacity. The
total number of ticks tsl needed to store all luggage depends on both the number of pieces of hand luggage
already in the storage bin i.e. nbin and the number of pieces of hand luggage the passenger wants to store
i.e. nl. We also added the number of path ticks; this is an individual characteristic and models the fact that
people who move at a slower rate will also be slower to store their luggage.

tsl =
(

nbin + nl

2
× nl

)
× path ticks (1)

2.2 Boarding Strategies
Currently, only a few strategies are effectively used by airline companies. The strategies we tested in this
work are based on the block strategies and the variants thereof [5] and the pyramid strategies of [3]. Most
strategies are developed in order to avoid aisle and seat interferences. Aisle interference between passengers
occurs when for example a passenger is storing his/her luggage in the overhead bin. The aisle will become
congested when more passengers enter the plane and are obstructed by this passenger. Seat interference
occurs when a passenger is already seated in an aisle seat while another passenger wants to sit down at the
window seat.

A by block strategy will divide the air plane in blocks of similar size. Passengers assigned to the same
block can board the plane at the same time. The order with which a block of passengers can board the plane
can be ascending or descending according to their block number. Consecutive blocks do not necessarily
have consecutive numbers, the numbering can be performed by alternating, i.e. skipping a fixed number of
blocks. A by block 6 alt 3 strategy, shown in Figure 1, divides the plane in 6 blocks. Ordering the blocks
starts at the back of the plane and then every 3 blocks are skipped. If no more blocks are left, ordering
restarts again from the back of the plane. The by halfblock strategies are exactly the same, apart from the
fact that a block is now not streched out over the whole plane width, but interrupted by the aisle. Boarding
can here also be mixed, i.e. combining the boarding of a halfblock on one side of the aisle with a halfblock
on the other side. Another variant of the by block strategy is the by row strategy. One row can be seen as
one block, that can be alternatedly numbered. Similarly there is also a by halfrow strategy where half a
row is considered as a numbered block. A by letter strategy will number the columns of the plane, e.g. all
left window seats are numbered the same. The ordening is performed from window to corridor, possibly



alternated. By seat strategies are the most structured strategies, because every passenger will be numbered
and called for boarding seperately. For instance by seat des row by letter will number the passengers per
column using a descending row number, with columns selected using the window-middle-aisle principle.
Finally, the pyramid strategies will also use blocks, that will be further refined in sub-blocks using the seats
of the same column. These subblocks are ordered via a pyramid structure.

2.3 Model Validation
In order to validate our simulation we implemented the above strategies in our ABS model. We used the
standard model parameters from Table 1 and the air plane layout displayed in Figure 1. To make sure that
our results have a 90% confidence interval of less than 1 minute, each boarding strategy is being tested
15 times with different random seeds. To validate our results we compared them against those from Van
Landeghem en Beuselinck [5]. Results are given in Figure 2 As can be seen, our results clearly follow the
same trend as in [5]1. The use of different accuracies (1 second for each tick in the ABS model compared
to 0.1 seconds in [5]) and the use of a slightly different characteristic based bin model in Equation 1 can
explain the different boarding times. Our ABS results also confirm that only a limited number of strategies
perform better than a random strategy. The by seat and by pyramid strategies perform well. However they
are costly to implement in reality since these strategies order and call (almost) each passenger separately.
In this paper the idea is to test these strategies’ robustness against disturbances like group travel, strategy
compliance etc.

Figure 2: Comparison of the total boarding time in minutes for the boarding strategies of [5] using respectively the
simulation model of [5] and the ABS approach with the bin model given in Equation 1. The standard parameter values of
Table 1 and air plane layout of Figure 1 are used. The dots in the plot are connected only to clearly show the difference
in boarding times for the different strategies.

3 Characteristic Based Strategies
Traditional boarding strategies always sort passengers based on the location of their seat. Instead we devel-
oped strategies based on characteristic properties of individual passengers. To minimize aisle congestions
we developed a boarding strategy which sorts passengers based on the time each passenger needs to traverse
one path cell, we call this a by pathticks asc strategy. By using this boarding strategy we can eliminate
most of the aisle congestions; the other aisle congestions are caused by passengers storing luggage. To min-
imize aisle congestion caused by passengers storing their luggage, we developed a boarding strategy which
sorts passengers based on the number of pieces of hand luggage each passenger carries. We created two

1The by pyramid strategies were not tested by [5] and are therefore not shown here.



Total Boarding Individual boarding Individual blocking
Average Maximum Average Maximum

Average σ Average σ Average σ Average σ Average σ

at random 24,77 1,87 2,05 0,22 4,50 0,89 0,91 0,19 3,02 0,76
by pathticks 23,95 2,11 1,95 0,15 4,39 0,51 0,81 0,13 2,78 0,59
by luggage asc 24,17 1,01 1,95 0, 11 4,65 0,45 0,81 0,10 3,16 0,53
by luggage desc 23,56 1,33 2,00 0,10 4,17 0,27 0,86 0,09 2,66 0,40

Table 2: Characteristic based strategies compared to a random strategy. Total boarding time, individual boading time
and individual blocking time in minutes. Standard parameter values of Table 1 are used for the plane layout of Figure 1.

strategies; one called by luggage asc which lets passengers with one luggage item board first, then those
with 2 items and finally those with 3 items of luggage. By luggage desc works the same as by luggage asc
but then reversed. In Table 2 these new strategies are compared to a random strategy and they all show to be
slightly better with a small preference to the by luggage desc strategy which is also fairly easy to implement.

4 Experiments
Using our ABS model, we can now study the effect of different parameters in the boarding process. In
all our next experiments we use the standard parameter values from Table 1 and the air plane layout from
Figure 1. We run each experiment 15 times to ensure a 90% confidence interval of 1 minute. More tests and
results can be found in [1].

4.1 Occupancy Effects
In a first experiment we tested the effect of reduced air plane occupancy to see whether in this case a
non-random boarding strategy is still profitable. We tested each strategy with an air plane occupancy of
100%, 66% and 33%. Although not shown here due to page limitation, an occupation of 66% and more
highly benefits of using an intelligent boarding strategy, as can be expected. Under a low occupancy level
of 33% all boarding stratgies more or less perform the same. They show the same total boarding time but
also the maximum individual boarding time and the average individual boarding times are very comparable.
However a well chosen strategy such as by seat des row by letter can still slightly reduce the boarding
time in this case.

4.2 Strategy Compliance
In this experiment we study the effects of a reduced compliance of passengers towards the strategy. When
a passenger does not comply with a strategy he/she will board the air plane at a random moment (later or
earlier than the strategy would suggest). This can cause interference with passengers who comply with the
strategy. We test each strategy with a strategy compliance set to 100%, 66% and 33% (or 0%, 33% and 66%
non compliant passengers). Our results are displayed in Figure 3. As can be seen in our results, strategies
that perform better than a random strategy with compliance set to 100% will evolve toward the performance
of a random strategy with a lower compliance degree. The same goes for strategies that perform worse than
a random strategy with compliance set to 100%. A few strategies, such as at random, by halfblock 2 des,
by halfrow des alt 8 and our characteristic based strategies show to be extremely robust when it comes
to compliance degree. The by seat and by pyramid strategies, although showing high differences between
different occupation levels, still perform best in total boarding time. Although not shown here, the same
results apply for maximum individual and average individual boarding times.

4.3 Passenger Groups
Passengers travelling together will be more likely to enter the plane at the same time. In this experiment
we create groups of passengers and study the effect that groups have on the boarding time. We assume
that when one person of the group is called the rest of the group will follow. We assume both homogenous
groups (with a fixed group size) and heterogenous groups. The results are respectively shown in Figure 4



Figure 3: Effect when passengers have a strategy compliance degree of respectively 100% , 66% and 33%

and Figure 5. It is clear that an increase in group size will also be likely to cause an increase in boarding
time. In our first experiment the effect of homogenous groups consisting of 1 and 3 passengers is almost the
same. Groups consisting of 2 and 4 passengers, however, are more likely to cause more seat interferences
and therefore generate a higher total boarding time for almost every boarding strategy. This can be explained
because we used an air plane layout with 3 seats between the aisle and the window. Groups consisting of
2 and 4 passengers are more likely to be seated across different seat rows and therefore causing more seat
interference. The effect of heterogeneous group sizes is less outspoken than the effects of homogeneous
group sizes, although we can still observe a higher boarding time with increasing group sizes. Again our
characteristic based strategies are among the few strategies who are quite robust against the effects of pas-
senger groups. The by seat and by pyramid strategies still perform best with respect to total boarding time.

4.4 Transit Passengers
It often happens that passengers need to board an air plane that already contains seated passengers from a
previous flight. The goal of this experiment is to determine the best way to position the passengers who are
already seated in order to minimize the boarding time. We test three different ways of positioning the seated
passengers: random, row descending (seated passengers are positioned starting with the seats which are
the farthest of the entrance towards the seats closest to the entrance) and wma descending (window middle
aisle : seated passengers are positioned starting with the window seats farthest from the entrance toward the
seats closest to the entrance, next the middle seats and finally the aisle seats). The results of this experiment
are shown in Figure 6. The degree of seated passengers is 33%. Most boarding strategies perform better
when the seated passengers are positioned using a wma descending approach, such as by row des. Only
for a few strategies (by seat alt 5 row alt letter, by pyramid 2 and by pyramid 3) the opposite is true.

5 Conclusion
We studied the boarding process using multi-agent simulation which allows for developing realistic boarding
strategies, based on individual passengers’ characteristics rather than on the location of their seats. We
performed a robustness study on these new and other strategies and tested some objectives not studied yet,
such as strategy compliance, travelling in group and transits. We can conclude that each boarding strategy
behaves differently in case of a specific disturbance. The by seat and by pyramid strategies are superior
concerning total boarding time and also prove to be very robust, except for group travelling. However, they



Figure 4: Effect of homogenous group sizes on the total boarding time.

are not very passenger-friendly and costly to implement in reality. Our characteristic based strategies also
show high robustness toward all kinds of disturbances. Besides, the by luggage strategies are relatively
easy to implement. Most airlines choose one strategy and deploy this to all the boarding processes in their
fleet. However, as can be seen from our experiments, carefully choosing a boarding strategy almost always
pays off, even when the plane has low occupancy. Our simulation model can be further refined by assuming
limited bin sizes and thereby forcing passengers to move around in the plane to look for a free storage
bin. Naturally, combinations of different disturbances should be tested. Furthermore, the combination of
check-in data and historical data such as expected group size, expected luggage, expected compliance, etc.
is potentially interesting to further improve the boarding and positioning of passengers.
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Figure 5: Effect of heterogenous group sizes on the total boarding time.

Figure 6: Effect of transit passengers on the total boarding time. 33% of the passengers remains seated.


